
Strap on greater 
safety and 
effectiveness.
Gear S3 frontier Ruggedized Smartwatch

Introducing a reliable partner that can improve law 
enforcement personnel safety and effectiveness. The Samsung 
Gear S3 frontier smartwatch pairs with your department’s 
Android phones to deliver improved communications in the 
field. Officers and agents can receive instant updates, run tags, 
request assistance, even automatically activate their body cam 
when a pursuit is detected. And maybe most importantly, your 
personnel can instantly and silently send a preprogrammed 
SOS message at the single touch of a button that is always on 
their wrist. The Samsung Gear S3 frontier. Your team’s newest 
partner in safety and effectiveness.

Contact Us: samsung.com/gearS3

Stay in Contact
The Gear S3 is LTE/Wi-Fi Bluetooth-connected,1 so officers can receive alerts, 
BOLOs and suspect info in the field without reaching for their phone. They can 
run tags, connect to their walkie-talkie, record audio, request assistance and 
automatically activate their body cam when pursuit is detected. They can also 
instantly and silently send a preprogrammed SOS message to predetermined 
contacts at the single touch of a button.

Always Know Where Your Team Is
The built-in GPS ensures your team can always be found quickly, which can 
make all the difference in a critical situation.

Rugged Design
The rugged, tough-textured design and Gorilla Glass SR+ help the Gear S3 
withstand some of the worst abuse, and look good doing it.

MIL-STD-810G Spec Compliance
The Gear S3 passed 21 rigorous tests to achieve military-spec compliance 
and become certified MIL-STD-810G.2 From drops to vibrations, from extreme 
temperatures and altitudes to shocks, from humidity to salt fog, rain, dust 
and sand, the Gear S3 won’t let you down.

IP68 Certified
With IP68 water and dust resistance, the Gear S3 keeps working even when 
submerged in up to five feet of water for 30 minutes, and is protected from 
dust, dirt and sand.3 In harsh weather or an emergency situation, a wearable 
is the last thing your team should be concerned with.

Secured by Knox 2.0 for Tizen OS
Knox is Samsung’s defense-grade mobile security platform, compatible with 
the Tizen OS to deliver enhanced security for wearable technology. Protect 
sensitive data accessed from your Samsung Gear S3 smartwatch.

Android Compatible
The Gear S3 is compatible with most Android™ phones4.

Key Features
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Gear S3 Frontier (Verizon)

Part Number SM-760NDAAXAR

Display 1.3", 360 x 360 Full Color AOD, Corning Gorilla Glass SR+

Memory 768MB + 4GB

Operating System Tizen Based Wearable OS 2.3.2

Connectivity1 4G LTE, BT 4.2, Wi-Fi b/g/n, NFC, MST, GPS/Glonass

Battery 380 mAh

Battery Life5 Up to 3-4 Days

Weight 2.2 oz.

Features Rotating Bezel, Back Key, Home Key, Mic+Speaker, Vibration Alert, MIL-STD-810G2

Sensors Accelerometer, Gyro Sensor, Barometer, Heart Rate Monitor6, Ambient light sensor

Small Watch Band7 4.33"

Large Watch Band7 5.12"

1Optional Samsung Gear S3 Frontier LTE model available. Samsung Gear S3 (Bluetooth) is a companion device for compatible Android smartphones, sold separately. Full connectivity functionality requires Bluetooth or Wi-Fi pairing to a wireless network-connected phone. 2This device passed 
military specification (MIL-STD-810G) testing against a subset of 20 specific environmental conditions, including temperature, dust, shock/vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. Device may not perform as shown in all extreme conditions. See user manual. 3Water-resistant in up to 5 feet of 
water for up to 30 minutes. 4Compatible with select devices using Android 4.4 and later with at least 1.5GB RAM. Supported devices may vary by carrier and device. Some features may not be available. For best results, connect with compatible Samsung Galaxy devices. For a list of compatible 
smartphones, please visit samsung.com/gearS3. 5Average expected performance based on typical use. Results may vary. 6This device and related software are not intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease. 
7Band sold separately.
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